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CDMA Overlay Situations for Microcellular 
Mobile Communications 
Jiangzhou Wang, Senior Member, IEEE, and Laurence B. Milstein, Fellow, IEEE 
Absmucr-Direct sequence code division multiple access commun- 
kations is a promising approach to cellular mobile communica- 
tions, whkh operates in an environment characterized by mul- 
tipath Rician fading. In this paper, the CDMA network is 
assumed to share common spectrum with a narrowband 
microwave user. Because of the presence of the narrowband 
waveform, an interference suppression filter at each CDMA 
receiver is employed to reject the narrowband interference. The 
problem of interference from adjacent cells is also considered. 
Average power control is assumed to combat the nearlfar prob- 
lem, and multipath diversity, in conjunctlon with simple Inter- 
leaved channel coding, is considered for improving the perfor- 
mance of the CDMA system. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Code division multiple access (CDMA) is becoming a 
very attractive technique for personal communications net- 
works ") and microcellular mobile communications [l- 
71. One reason is that the CDMA code sequences inherently 
combat multipath which is a major concern in mobile radio 
communications. Also, since the CDMA signals spread their 
power over a large bandwidth, the effect of such a transmis- 
sion on a narrowband receiver is often just an imperceptible 
rise in its noise level. Hence, it may be possible to overlay a 
CDMA system on an existing set of microwave narrowband 
users without adversely affecting either. Moreover, because 
of the broadband noise-like character of direct sequence (DS) 
CDMA signals, it is possible to use newly developed signal 
processing techniques to perform narrowband interference 
suppression [14]. This will clearly reduce the narrowband 
interference for CDMA users, but it will also help the nar- 
rowband users, since it is then possible to operate the CDMA 
transmissions at a reduced power level. 
As is well known, microcellular mobile radio can increase 
the capacity of future cellular systems. The chief advantages 
of the microcells are the enhanced spectrum efficiency and 
low power consumption of the handsets. Microcells, as the 
name indicates, are relatively much smaller in size (0.2-1 km 
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radius) than the conventional cells (1 - 10 km radius). Also, 
microcells operate at lower power and have their antennas at 
streetlamp elevations. In [3], it is shown that in multipath 
models the propagation path (per path) loss exponent for 
close-in cells can be between two and three in microcellular 
radio, instead of four in conventional cellular and terrestrial 
radio. Also, the propagation measurements in [4] character- 
ize the microcellular environments as a multipath Rician 
(rather than Rayleigh) fading channel. 
Because of the presence of the narrowband waveform, a 
suppression filter at each CDMA receiver is employed to 
reject the interference. The problem of interference from 
adjacent cells is considered. Also, diversity is used in con- 
junction with block interleaved coding for improving the 
BER performance. The outline of the paper is as follows. 
The system and channel models are described in Section 11. 
Section I11 derives an approximation to the bit error rate 
(BER) performance of the DS-CDMA overlay system, and 
this is followed by both representative numerical results and 
a discussion of these results in Section IV. Finally, conclu- 
sions are presented in Section V. 
11. SYSTEM AND CHANNEL MODELS 
A .  Transmitter Model 
The transmitter model of a DS system with interleaved 
coding and PSK modulation consists of a channel encoder, an 
interleaver and a DS spreader (or modulator). The transmit- 
ted signal of the kth user in the CDMA system takes the form 
Sk(t)=Re @%t) ~ A O  exp l i ( b f o t  +e,)i , (1) { I 
where Re(.) stands for real part, fo denotes the carrier fre- 
quency, which is common to all users, and Pk and Ok are the 
transmitted power and phase of the kth user, respectively. 
The symbol b&) is the kth interleaved and coded information 
bit; the bit rate Rb = l / T b ,  where Tb denotes the duration of a 
coded symbol. The information bit rate Ri (or the rate of 
source bits) and information bit duration Ti are given by 
Ri = l/Ti = (m/n)Rb and Ti = Tb/(m/n) ,  respectively, whcre 
mln is the rate of the code. The A t h  square pulse of b&) has 
amplitude bi'), taking values from (+l , - l} .  The random sig- 
nature sequence waveform a&) has a chip rate lIT,, and the 
jth chip of a&) is denoted by ay). We assume that there are 
N chips (processing gain) of the random signature sequence 
in each coded bit (Tb = NT,). Therefore, the spread spectrum 
bandwidth (E,) is approximately given by 
0090-6778/95$4.00 0 1995 IEEE 
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B, = 2c1 = 2iV(Tjdn)-' . (2) half of the spread spectrum bandwidth are defined as, respec- 
tively, 
B. Channel Model 
The mobile radio channel can be modeled as a discrete 
multipath fading channel. "Discrete multipath" means that 
the received signal is the sum of a finite number of delayed 
versions of the transmitted signal, whereas "fading" refers to 
the fact that, for a given transmitted power, the received 
power fluctuates in a random fashion. Because of the mul- 
tipath nature of the channel, the fading is frequency-selective. 
The propagation measurements in [4] characterize the 
microcellular environments as a multipath Rician fading 
channel, where the received signal consists of several specu- 
lar components plus several Rayleigh-fading components. 
The multipath Rician fading channel between the Azh user 
and the receiver of interest (namely the receiver in the base 
station of what we refer to as the first cell) is modeled by the 
complex lowpass equivalent impulse response 
MO=- [Auexpotl u ) + ~ u  e x p ~ p u ) ]  ~ w ) .  (3) 
where dl,k (dl,k#O) is the distance between the kth user and 
the first cell base station, and y is the propagation path loss 
exponent In (3). AH ( 0 ~ 3 ~ 5 1 )  and qu are gain and phase of 
the specular component of the Ith path from the kth user, 
respectively; they are assumed to be deterministic and nearly 
constant over the duration of at least one bit. The random 
gain pH and random phase pu of the fading component of 
the lth path of the kth user have a Rayleigh distribution with 
E[Pi]=2pu, and a uniform distribution in [0,21s]. respec- 
tively. The path delay, is uniformly distributed in [O. Tb]. 
We assume that there are L paths associated with each user. 
The gains, delays and phases of different paths andlor of dif- 
ferent users are all statistically independent We define the 
quantity Hu, as the ratio of the specular component power to 
the Rayleigh fading power. That is, 
I L  
(dl,#'n i=i 
H H ~ & / E  [p&]=A;/(qu). (4) 
The microcellular (outdoor) channel measurements from [4] 
show that Rician distributions occur with Ifld values ranging 
from 7 dB to 12 dB, instead of 2dB to 7dB for an indoor 
radio channel [7]. 
Tbe interference in the channel is assumed to be a non- 
fading narrowband BPSK signal, and is given by 
J(t> = Re fi d(r) exp j [2n(fo +A)t + 01 , ( 5 )  
where A stands for the offset of the interference carrier fre- 
quency from the carrier frequency (fo) of the CDMA signals. 
The parameters J and 0 denote the received interference 
power and phase, respectively. The information sequence 
d( t )  has the bit rate Ti, where Tj denotes the duration of one 
bit. Therefore, the interference bandwidb is approximately 
B,=2Tj1 (we assume Bj<B,). The ratio @) of the interfer- 
ence bandwidth to the spread specuum bandwidth and the 
ratio (q) of the offset of the interference carrier frequency to 
I [  11 
and 
q = A/(Bs/2) = ATc. (7) 
Therefore, the received signal r( t )  can be represented as 
where n ( t )  is an AWGN process with two-sided power 
specual density N o n ,  $ H d k + q H  -%f07~ ,  W u a t  
+pu - 2?zrfo~~.  C stands for the number of cells, each one 
containing K users, and ck denotes the ckth cell (the integer 
portion of I+(k-I)/K, ck=l, e-, C). Tbe first cell (ck=l) is 
defined as the cell of interest, and P and &(y,ck,k) are defined 
as 
P = Pk/(dcJr = constant (9) 
E(?',ck,k) = (dC, ,ddi ,dr  (10) 
and 
respectively, where dc,,k is the distance of the Lzh mobile user 
to its own base station (the ckth cell), and dc,,k+o. The con- 
stant P means each base station provides adaptive power con- 
trol to all K users of its own cell so that the received signals 
from its cell have approximately equal power to avoid the 
near/far problem. 
C, Receiver Model 
As shown in Fig. ](a), the receiver contains a suppression 
filter, a bank of bandpass (BP) matched filters, a bank of U 
p d l e l  PSK demodulators and diversity circuits a hard deci- 
sion device, a deinterleaver and a hard decision decoder. A 
detailed model of the PSK demodulators and diversity circuit 
is shown in Fig. l(b). 
Notice that, for simplicity, we have ignored any bandpass 
filtering at the front-end of the suppression filter. We take the 
suppression filter to be a double-sided Wiener filter with M 
taps on each side. Its impulse response is C a, S(t -mTc), 
where a. = 1 and a, = a,. The resulting suppression filter 
output is given by 
M 
m=-M 
M 
m=-M 
r / ( t )= a,r(t-mTc),  (1 1) 
where fo Tc is taken to be an integer. 
The signal rhr) enters a bank of BP matched filters, 
whose impulse responses are matched to consecutive Tb- 
second segments of h i ( t )  cos ( k r f 0 t )  P , ( t  - VTb). where 
PT,( f )  = 1 for 0 I t  < Tb and is 0 otherwise, v = 1, - , V, 
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Fig. 1. (a) Receiver model of a CDMA overlay system. (b) A detailed 
model of the PSK demodulators and the diversity circuit. 
and Vis the number of matched filters. Also it is assumed that 
the ith user of the first cell is the reference user. During each 
bit duration, the BP signal at the output of the correct 
matched filter contains 2M + 1 narrow pulses, each of width 
2T,, centered at instants dTb+7i1+titT, for 
m=-M,  a.., 0, e . . ,  M, which are caused by the 2M+1 
taps of the suppression filter and the Zth (1 = 1 ,  2, * e ,  L) 
path of the reference user. Of the 2M + 1 peaks, the middle 
peak (m=O) is the largest (or main) peak, due to the zero-th 
tap of the suppression filter, whereas sidelobe peaks (or ear- 
lier and later peaks) are due to the taps excluding the zero-th 
pp. We :ssume that lril-?;;l 2(UM+1)Tc for 
Z = 1 ,  * ,L, 1 # 1 (see Fig. 2),  since if I r;l-ri;I c(2M+1)Tc, 
the overlay of the outputs due to different paths might pre- 
clude the paths from being resolvable. We further assume 
that the receiver onIy uses the combination of the main peaks 
of the resolvable paths of the reference user to form the 
diversity. Paths from non-reference users do not give rise to 
regular peaks, because their spreading sequences are different 
fiom a#). 
In any given symbol interval, the output of the appropriate 
BP matched filter enters U conventional PSK demodulators, 
1 I U I L, (Fig. l(b)), corresponding to U different resolv- 
able paths of the reference user. The coherent receiver 
makes use of carrier reference signals { 2cos (2lrfot4$ il)), 
which are in phase with the specular components of the dif- 
ferent signals from the reference user. These carrier refer- 
ence signals can be derived from the BP matched filter out- 
BP matched filter output envelop 
A I Llhpalh l l h  path 
605 
Fig. 2. The matched filter output envelope in CDMA overlay situation with 
suppression filters (2M+1=5) over a multipath channel. 
puts by means of carrier synchronization circuits (one circuit 
per considered path). The output of the Zth, 1 I1 5 U, demo- 
dulator is a lowpass signal, which has 2M+ 1 peaks at the 
instants ATb+7;l+mTc, m=-M, e . . ,  0, - * - , M .  The 
desired component of the lowpass output signal (i.e., the 
main peak, m=O) of the Zth demodulator is sampled at the 
instant t = A Tb + T ~ ! ,  and this gives rise to the random variable e&). Note that the time difference between any two sam- 
ples is at least equal to (2M+1)Tc. The U random variables, 
el(A) ,  Z=l,--,U, are directly summed to form the decision 
variable 5 (A ). 
111. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE 
The Ith random variable, e l @ ) ,  for detection can be writ- 
ten as 
(A+l)T,+r, 
tr(2) = j rht)a;(t -71 )  (12) 
AT,+% 
where 2 cos (2nfot + @ j l )  is the recovered carrier of the spec- 
ular component of the Itb resolvable path of the reference 
user and ai(t -ril) is the random spreading sequence of the 
Zth path of the reference user. Since the high frequency terms 
are removed by the lowpass filter following the mixer of the 
demodulator, the above expression reduces to 
L 
(a) = 4iF A~ bp + D~ ( A )  + F~ (A)  + N~ (a + J~ (A)  + z ~ ~ , ~ , i  
+ c z l k , l , i +  Z w k . 1 . i  9 (13) 
r,=1 
1 #l 
K L  CK L 
A=l 1=1 k=K+11=1 
h i  
where the terms on the right hand side of (13) are described 
in detail below. 
--- The first term is the desired signal, corresponding to the 
specular component of the Zth path of the reference user and 
the zero-th tap of the suppression filter. The power of this 
term equals 
S, = 2PAzTi ,  (14) 
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where it is assumed that Ail=A for all i and 1. For most of the 
remaining terms, we are interested in their conditional vari- 
ances, conditioned on bia) and U&). Let us consider them 
one at a time. 
--- Dl(A) is an interference term due to the fading component 
of the Ith path of the reference user and the zero-th tap of the 
suppression filter, and is given by 
Dl(A) = ~~ilTbbia)cos(CriI-77il) . (15) 
Note that this term is a conditional zero-mean Gaussian ran- 
dom variable with variance 2PpT:, where it is assumed that 
pil=E @3)/2=p for all i and 1. 
--- FI(A) is a self interference term due to the Ith path of the 
reference user which is caused by the non-reference taps of 
the suppression filter; it is given by 
M 
m-M 
m d  
FI(A)= ~ [ A i l + ~ i l ~ ~ ~ ( C r i ~ - ~ i / ) l  x a,  
(A+1)T,+7u 
J bi(t -mTc-?il)ui(t-mTc--Zil)ai(t-.ril)dt . (16) 
AT,+?, 
For relatively small narrowband interference bandwidths 
(relative to the spread bandwidth of the CDMA signals), this 
term does not have a significant effect, and thus it will be 
ignored in what follows. 
--- N (A) is due to the thermal noise; its conditional variance 
equalsNoTb a i .  
--- J l (A)  is due to the BPSK narrowband interference, and is 
given by 
M 
m-M 
.I (a+1)Tb+7dl 
M 
Jl(A>= a, Gd(t-mTc) 
m=-M aTb+rdl 
where 8&t$il andfoTc is assumed to be an integer. This 
term is v$ry significant, and will be treated separately. 
--- Ii,l,; ( I  # 1 )  is a multipath interference term due to the lth 
path of the reference user and is given by 
M 
m=-M 
Ii,l,i= *[AijcoS (@ii+i~) +PiidWii-@i/)l am 
(A+l)T,+?,, 
AT,+?, 
* I bi(t -Ti;- mTc)Ui(t -7i;- mTc)ai(t -Ti/)dt (18) 
For a large number of CDMA users (i.e., for K > 1). the 
effect of the multipath of the desired user is very small, since 
it roughly acts as one additional user. However, its inclusion 
in the analysis greatly complicates that analysis, and so, as 
was the case with F&), it will be ignored. 
;-- Ik1.i (k f i )  is a multi-access interference term due to the 
lth path of the kth user in the first cell (i.e., c=l and k=l, 2, - a ,  
K; k#i) and is given by 
M 
m3-M 
~ k l , ; =  ~ [ A ; c o s ( ~ c ~ + ~ ~ ~ ~ c o s ( w ~ - ~ ~ ~ ) I  x am 
(A+~)T,+.F,, 
AT,+?, 
' I  bk(f -?U-mT,)Uk(f-Zki-mT,)Ui(t -Zil)df . (19) 
The random variable Ikl,; has a conditional variance equal to 
approximately of, where 
where am = 0 for I m I > M. Therefore, the conditional vari- 
ance of the total multi-access interference term in (13) equals 
--- Wkl,; is the interference term due to the ith path of the kth 
user in the C k t h  adjacent cell (k=K+l, - - a ,  CK and Ckfl). given 
by 
(K - 1)Lof.  
where Ik,l,j is given by (19). Wkl,i has the conditional vari- 
ance, conditioned on E (7, ck ,k), given by 
E[w~,1,;1 I &(7,c,,k) =&(y,ck,k)af (22) 
An exact description of the adjacent-cell interference in the 
hexagonal cellular model, shown in Fig. 3(a), is difficult, 
because the value of (22) depends on the position of the kth 
mobile user in the ckth cell (Ckfl). In order to avoid the 
dependence on the position, we average the result of (22) 
over the area of ckth cell. Also, we approximate the hexago- 
nal cell with a circular cell of equal area as in [51 (a hexago- 
nal cell inscribed in a circular cell of radius 1.03% is equal in 
area to a circular cell of radius r), as shown in Fig. 3(b). 
(Note that there appears to be an error in the calculation of 
the radius of the circular cell in VI.) The factor &(y,ck,k), for 
ck=2,"*,c, is given by 
(7, Ck k)= I (xco@+(y+xsine)2 ' 
where y is the distance between the ckth cell base station and 
the first cell base station. As shown in Fig. 3(a), the distance 
between any cell base station in the first la er of cells and the 
where r is the radius of the circular cell, and the first layer 
contains six cells. The second layer of cells contains twelve 
cells, of which six have the distance y=26*  1.035r=3.586r 
from the first cell base station and the other six have the dis- 
tance y=3*1.035r=3.105r from the first cell base station. 
Finally, the third layer of cells contains eighteen cells, of 
which six have the distance y= 3 6 *  1.035r=5.379r and the 
other twelve have the distance y = M *  1.035r4.74r 
from the first cell base station. Referring to Fig. 3(b), the 
average of (23) over the ckth cell area is given by 
X 2  17'2 (23) 
first cell base station is identical ( y =  f 3*1.035r=1.793r), 
&(y,C&) =E[&(Y,Ck,k)l 
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First Laycr Sccond Laycr Third Laycr 
or cciis or Cciis or cciis 
~ 
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c (Y) 
the first cell base station 
E ( Y K )  
e 2  (Y) 
y=3.586r 
0.0411 0.582 
0.0099 0.155 
Fig. 3. (a) The microcellular model. (b) The hexagonal cell approximated 
by a circular cell of equal area. 
2 
j= I 
E (Y*C) 
C3 (Y) C l  (Y) C Cj (7) 
y=4.74r y=5.379r 
0.023 0.0177 0.382 1.192 1.774 
0.0041 0.0027 0.065 0.75 0.905 
Table I shows the result of (24) for p2,3,4 and for the vari- 
ous values of y. Therefore, the conditional variance of the 
total adjacent-cell interference involved with G layers of cells 
is approximated by 
0 2 = r ( r ) ~ ? l  * (25) 
In (25), the factor c(y) is due to all adjacent cells and is given 
by 
G 
j=1 
C(I+ZCj(Y) 9 (26) 
where c j (y)  is defined as 
Cj(Yk Z E(Y,c~) 9 (27) 
4ES,  
and where sj is the set of all cells in the jth layer. 
Note that the factors &(y,ck), given by (24, are indepen- 
dent of cell size because we normalize distance to the cell 
radius. Thus, the total factor c(y), given by (26), is due only 
to the number of layers of cells (or, equivalently, the number 
of cells). 
Y 
2 
3 
4 
A. Average Probability of Error. 
To obtain an approximation to the average probability of 
error, we will use the general approach of [8] - [ll], although 
the presence of the narrowband interference complicates the 
derivation. Before proceeding, let us first simplify the nota- 
tion. The final test statistic is given by 
W) = Z 51@) 9 (28) 
where e&) is given in (13). Consider rewriting (13) (after 
neglecting F&) and ZZi,J as 
U 
1=1 
L 
1=1 
1#1 
E (YPC) 
y=1.793r 
0.1986 
0.125 
0.0935 0.561 0.005 
c 1  (Y) 
y=3.105r + 
1.192 0.0559 4- 
0.75 I 0.016 
I I I I I I ! 
3 
j= 1 
C Cj (Y) 
2.16 
0.97 
0.62 
Table I. The result of Evaluating Eq. (24). 
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k#i 
and 
Also, define 
and 
U 
I=1 
JT k z j l .  (35) 
Note that, following the same arguments as in [7], condi- 
tioned on b!a) and ai(t),  NT is asymptotically normal as 
K + 00, with zefo conditional mean and conditional variance 
approximately given by 
Therefore, we have for the conditional bit error rate, assum- 
ing b p  = + 1, 
where 
Now let us consider JT. For future use, let us tie the pro- 
cessing gain, N ,  and number of CDMA users, K ,  together, in 
the sense of letting N = N ( K )  in such a manner that N 
increases monotonically with K .  This can be justified physi- 
cally by noting that any CDMA system must increase its pro- 
cessing gain as the number of users increases in order to 
maintain a satisfactory performance. However, the conse- 
quence of increasing processing gain is that either RF 
bandwidth increases or information rate decreases (or both). 
For the purposes of this paper, we assume Tb is constant and 
that T, decreases as N increases (i.e., we assume constant 
Ynformation rate but we allow the RF bandwidth to increase). 
For simplicity, assume that there are an integer number of 
bits of narrowband waveform in Tb seconds, and ignore any 
timing offset between the bits of the BPSK signal and the bits 
of the reference CDMA signal. From (17), it is straightfor- 
ward to show that 
where ( d j )  is the data sequence of the narrowband BPSK 
waveform, [ X I  is the largest integer less than x ,  
p & T c / T j = N 1 / N ,  and N I  is the number of bits of the nar- 
rowband BPSK signal per bit of any of the CDMA 
waveforms. If we assume ATb = N q  is an integer, where 
q GAT,, we can ignore the term ATb in the arguments of the 
sine functions. Further, if we define 
61) 2 
sin[&q(j + 1 - m ) + 6 ~  - sin[&q 0'- m )  + i l l  
9 (40) 
k q  
then 
j=O 
where 
Recall that 
A 
8 1 = 8 + + i l .  (43) 
Conditioned on xi is a function of d b j l  and 
(u,-M, ( i )  - - * , a f h ) .  It can be shown that the sequence ( x i )  
is a 2M - dependent sequence ([12]). For example, consider 
the simple case of A = O , M = l  and l /p=-=5.  Then, 
assuming ay) = dj = O  for j < 0, we have the following 
sequence: 
N 
NI 
xo =ao do ao+a l  d o  a l  
x1 =a-1 do ao+ao d o  a l  +al d o  a2 
x 2  = a-] do a +ao do a2 + a1 do a3 
x 3  =ad1 do a 2 + a 0  
d o  U ~ + C C O  
x 5  =a-1 dl ~4+ao 
x6=a-1 dl as+ao 
x7 =a-] d l  u6+a0  
... 
Note that in the sequence (xo, xl, x 2 ,  - - - ), if any 2M = 2 
consecutive xi's are removed, the remaining two subse- 
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quences (the one to the left of the removed xi’s and the one to 
the right) are statistically independent. 
Further, if 2x9 = - k l a  , where k l  and k 2  are integers, then 
as N + 00, the sequence ( x i )  satisfies the conditions of the 
Hoeffding-Robbins version of the central limit theorem for 
dependent random variables ([12]). To illustrate this, con- 
sider again the above example. From [12], for a sum of m- 
dependent random variables to be asymptotically normal, it is 
k 2  
necessary that 
. P  
exist uniformly for all i. where 
i=O 
In our example, m = 2M = 2 and 
ST 
-exp(-J+/2a;($i)) d J T = 4  - 1 4-J (49) 
and 
P, =E;, Ip(e I J i ) )  I (50) 
where E;, ( - ) means expectation over the random vector &. 
TIE total signal-to-noise ratio, conditioned on gi ,  is approxi- 
mately given by 
M 
j=-M 
N-1 N-1 var(xi)= a3 (46) JIS 2 
i 4  ia=Q 
for all i 2 1 (i.e., the variance term is independent of i as long 
as i 2 1). The covariance term can be shown to take on one 
of three possible values as long as i > 2. 
id cov ( x i+ j  s xi+2 1 = 
 BO'^, m 1 , i 1 ) / 3 ~ 2 ,  ~ 2 . 4 1 )  
. ~ l + m l . j ~ + m 2 ) ~ ~ j l l , ~ j 2 ~ ) 1 }  , (51) 
1 -1 
i=3+5k 
i = 4 + 5k 
where E b  = WpTb is the average energy per c~ded bit. 
JIS = J/(PA 2, denotes the interference power-to -useful sig- 
nalpowerratio,andH =A2/(@). 
(47) 
where k = 1.2.3. - - - . Since the variance term is indepen- 
dent of i for i 2 1, and the sum of covariances is periodic in i 
for i 2 2 ,  it can be seen that - CAih equals the Same 
value, independent of i ,  as P + 00, 
If w,e call the conditional variance of j l ,  conditioned on 
i,, oj’(e,). then 
l P  
I 4  
B .  Channel Coding 
We are interested in the performance of two simple block 
codes used in conjunction with the diversity. These are the 
BCH (15,7) code and the Golay (23,12) code. The former 
corrects two channel errors, while the latter corrects the three 
channel errors in each codeword. Assuming perfect inter- 
leaving, (Le., ignoring the correlation introduced by both the 
suppression filter and the fading channel), the resulting bit 
error rate @ER) after hard decision decoding is approxi- 
N-1 N-1 
i,=O it* 
mately given by [13] 
* e c s u l ~ m l . i l ) / 3 u 2 . m 2 , i l )  
Pb = 5 i [:I (Pey(1-Pey+, (52) 
where n is the number of bits in a codeword and t denotes the 
number Of errors that the code can 
C .  Detenninatwn of the Suppression (Wiener) Filter 
n i=t+l 
-60‘1+m1. i 2 + m 2 )  & k i l l  , [P j21 ) .  (48) 
where &i,j) is the Kronecker delta function. Further, since 
jl, is uncomelated with j l ,  for 1 1  # 12 ,  the variance of JT is 
u?(Fi) kc U; (el), where $id=r61, i2, - - - , GU). 
Finally, to obtain our approximation to the average BER, 
consider the following: F- (33, we must average the con- 
is not a function of the (uli))._and from (48). o?(O1) is only a 
function of the random phase el.  Thmfore, 
U A  
I=1 Coefficients 
me coefficients of the sup~re~~ ion  filter can be deter- 
(53) 
ditio& errof * over &) and JT. However, b2m (36). 0% mined by solving the following Wiener-Hopf quation: 
M z a , p t ( n - m ) ~ , ~ + ~ ( n ~ , ) = ~ ,  
=-m 
m d  
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A 
where n = -M, - , M, n # 0 , and p(') is the low-pass ver- 
sion (normalized to the received useful power PA2 of the 
reference user) of the autocorrelation function of the input 
signal to the suppression filter and is given by 
where p and q are given by (6) and (7), respectively. 
1V. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
In this section, we present numerical results for the BER 
of a CDMA system in the presence of the narrowband 
interference. Unless noted otherwise, it is assumed that the 
ratio of the interference bandwidth to the spread spectrum 
bandwidth is 10% (p=O.l), the ratio of the offset of the 
interference carrier frequency to half of the spread spectrum 
bandwidth is 20% (q=0.2), the ratio of the specular com- 
ponent power to the fading component power, H, is 7 dB, and 
the processing gain, N, is 255. Ncte that where the BER is 
plotted as a function of the ratio EiINo, this corresponds to 
the energy-per -bit to noise spectral density of an uncoded 
system. 
BER 
10-3 
10-4 E 
E 
\ ** 
, 
/ \ I  ,'*, I I 1 ' h . l  I I I I I I I I I l i  
0 10 20 30 40 
- 
Ei I NO(dB) 
Fig. 4. The BER performance of DS-CDMA overlay system with diversity 
plus coding. 
In Fig. 4, the decoded BER for H=7 dB is shown. Also, 
the uncoded BER is plotted in order to allow for comparison. 
Note that the uncoded and coded systems are compared for 
the same spread spectrum bandwidth B=2N/(Timln). In our 
example, N=255 for the coded systems, whereas N=511 for 
the uncoded system. As expected, both the uncoded and 
coded BER decreases as the order, U, of diversity increases. 
The performance advantage obtained by using diversity 
becomes larger as the error correcting capability of the code 
increases for the same spread bandwidth. 
In order to investigate the relative effect of the nar- 
rowband interference on the performance of the CDMA sys- 
tem with respect to the multiple-access and -adjacent-cell 
interference, Fig. 5 illustrates the asymptotic (Ei /No+-) 
BER 
Without a suppression filter ,' 
i 
10-2 
10-4 
I 
i / 
30 
1- MI --- 0 i i I I I I I I I I I I 
-20 -10 0 10 20 
10-5 
BER of the CDMA system both with or without the suppres- 
sion filter as a function of ( J I S ) I [ ( l x ( y ) ) K L ] .  Note that the 
ratio of the narrowband interference to the multiple-access 
and adjacent-cell interference can be roughly represented by 
(JIS)I[( l+[(y))KL].  As expected, the BERs with or without 
suppression filters increase as JIS increases. When JIS is 
small, the multiple-access and adjacent-cell interference 
dominates; in this case, the BERs of the systems both with 
and without a suppression filter are very close, so that the 
suppression filter is unnecessary. When JIS  is large, the nar- 
rowband interference is on the order of the multiple-access 
and adjacent-cell interference; in this case, the system 
without a suppression filter degrades significantly, whereas 
the system is much more tolerant of the interference when the 
suppression filter is present. 
In Fig. 6, the asymptotic BER of the system with and 
without the suppression filter is shown as a function of the 
ratio @) of the interference bandwidth to the spread spectrum 
bandwidth. It is seen from the figure that the CDMA systcm 
with a double-sided Wiener filter can suppress the nar- 
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10-3 - I I I I I I I I - 
.......-... .................................... 
-With a suppression tiller (Id&?) 
- _- - Without a suppression tiller 
K 
JS = 20 dB, H = 7 dB, 7 
20, L = 3,U= 2, N = 255 
3 D 0 
BCH (15.7) Code, EiMo + - 
~ 
611 
10-41 
lo'so  0.05 0.1 0 0.1 5 0.20 
Bandwidth Ratio (p) 
Fig. 6. ?he asymptotic (z i /No t m) BER of DS-CDMA system with and 
without suppression filters as a function of the bandwidth ratio (p) of 
the interference B W to the spread spectrum B W. 
Fig. 7 illustrates the asymptotic BER for the system 
employing the suppression filter as a function of the number 
of taps on each side, M. It is seen from the figure that the 
BER decreases first when M = 1 and then keeps a steady 
value with increasing M. For M21, the narrow-band interfer- 
ence is reduced by the suppression filter, and increasing M 
beyond 1 does not noticeably reduce the narrowband interfer- 
BER 
K = 20, L = 3, U = 2, N ~ 2 5 5 ,  JIS I 20 dB 
H = 7 dB, Y = 3, q = 0, BCH (15.7) code 
1 0 - 5 b l  I I I 1 I 3 I t  1 2 
3 4 
Number of Taps (M) Per Side 
Fig. 7. The asymptotic (@No -+ w) BER of DS-CDMA systems with a 
suppression filter as a function of number of taps on each side. 
Table I1 (K=20, L=3 U=2, N=255, M=2, q=O, €I=7 dB, y=3, J/S=20 dB, BCH (15,7) code) 
Table 11. Tap Coefficients and Their Effects on the Interference 
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ence, because i ( T c )  and j ( -Tc)  are almost identical to (0) 
in (54). Thus, the suppression filter with M=l is sufficient to 
reject the interference in this case (small p and q=O), and 
more taps than one on each side are unnecessary. Table I1 
shows the tap coefficients of the suppression filters for dif- 
ferent numbers of taps each side (M = 0, 1, 2, 3). As shown 
in Table II, for M = 0, Q = W, where Q roughly represents 
the effect of the narrowband interference and W represents 
the effect of the multiple access interference; in this case, 
both the narrowband interference and multiple-access 
interference have comparable effects. However, for M 2 1, 
Q a W  and W does not vary very much. Therefore, we con- 
clude that when the carrier frequencies of the narrowband 
interference and CDMA signals are the same, the suppression 
filter with three total taps is sufficient to reduce the nar- 
rowband interference, and increasing the number of total taps 
beyond three is not necessary. 
Fig. 8 illustrates the BER performance of the systems with 
the suppression filter as a function of the ratio (4) of the 
BER 
= 3, U = 2, N = 255 
Y = 3. BCH (15,7) code 
10-2 
10-3 
10-4 
\\ 
Offset Ratio (9) 
Fig. 8. The asymptotic (Ei/No +=) BER of die system with double- 
sided filters as a function of die offset ratio @) of the interference 
carrier frequency to the half spread spectrum BW. 
offset of the interference carrier frequency to the half spread 
spectrum bandwidth for different number of the taps on each 
side. It is seen that when q is very small, the BERs of the 
system with double-sided filters for M 2 1 are almost identi- 
cal, as was the case in Fig. 7. However, the BER perfor- 
mance improves as M increases when q increases, and the 
BER for large M is also more robust to a change in 4. Also, 
for q = 0.25, the BERs of the systems wih the double-sided 
suppression filter and without the suppression filter are 
almost identical, because the low-pass version of the auto- 
correlation of the interference is zero, (i.e., p,(lTc) = 0 for 
1 f 0). so that all off-center tap coefficients are zero. 
In Fig. 9, the asymptotic BER of the DS-CDMA system 
with a suppression filter is plotted as a function of the number 
t 
With a suppression filler (U 2) 
Wilhoul a suppression Filter 
L = 3. U = 2, N = 255, H = 7 dB 
Y = 3, BCH (15, t) code 10-4 , 
Number of Active Users (K) Per Cell 
Fig. 9. Tlie asymptotic decoded BER of DS-CDMA overlay systems as a 
function of tlie number of active users per cell. 
of active users, K, for various values of J/S. Also, the BER 
of the system without the suppression filter is shown for com- 
parison. It is seen that at large J/S, for a given BER, the sys- 
tem with the suppression filter can support many more users 
BER 
Number of Active Users (K) Per Cell 
Fig. 10. Tlie asymptotic decoded BER of DS-CDMA overlay system as a 
function of active users (K)  per cell for various values of the propa- 
gation loss exponent (”). 
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than can the system without the suppression filter. When the 
interference is such that J/SllOdB, the multiple-access and 
adjacent-cell interference dominates so that the suppression 
filter is not needed, as was seen in Fig. 5 .  
Fig. 10 illustrates the asymptotic BER of the CDMA sys- 
tem versus K, the number of active users per cell, for various 
values of the propagation loss exponent, y, (y=2,3,4). Also, 
the BER in the absence of adjacent cell interference 
(i.e.,y+=) is shown for comparison. In order to show the 
effect of the adjacent-cell interference on the performance of 
the system for different values of y, a single layer of cells, 
two layers of cells and three layers of cells are considered. It 
is clear from this figure that when y =2, the BER computed 
by accounting for only a single layer of cells is too optimistic; 
altemately, if y23, the difference in BER performance 
between accounting for only a single layer and accounting for 
more layers is insignificant. Furlher, for a given y. the gap in 
the BER between two and three layers is much less than that 
between one and two layers. Indeed, these results can be 
seen from the c,(y) entries of Table I, and are consistent with 
the results presented in [6]. 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
An approximate technique has been described for deter- 
mining the performance of a DS-CDMA system operating 
over a multipath Rician fading channel and sharing common 
spectrum with various narrowband waveforms. It was shown 
When the narrowband interference power-to-signal 
power ratio ( J / S )  is small with respect to the multiple- 
access and adjacent-cell interference, the suppression 
filter is unnecessary, whereas when J / S  is on the order 
of the multiple-access and adjacent-cell interference, 
the suppression filter provides significant enhancement 
in performance; 
When the ratio (4) of the offset of Uie inlerference car- 
rier frequency to half of the spread spectrum 
bandwidth is very small, that is, when be  interference 
carrier frequency is very close to the spread spectrum 
carrier frequency, spread spectrum systems with 
double-sided suppression filters only need three total 
taps. However, the double-sided filter with a large 
number of taps (i.e., M >  1) is preferable when the ratio 
is large. 
For large narrowband interference, the system with a 
suppression filter can support many more users than 
can the system without a suppression filter; 
As is well known, the number of users supported by the 
CDMA overlay system increases as the propagation 
loss exponent (y) increases. For typical exponents, 
three layers of cells are sufficient for considering the 
adjacent cell interference. 
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